
Introduction
Biologists often need to keep track of fish populations in water that they monitor. They might 
want to know how many sticklebacks are in the Bronx River. This number changes 
throughout the year as fish move to other places to feed or reproduce. Therefore biologists 
need a quick and inexpensive method to get an estimate of the number of fish.

Since it is impossible to count every animal in a body of water, scientists often use a 
technique called “tag and recapture”. This technique involves catching a sample of animals, 
counting and tagging them (so they can identify them later), and releasing them back into 
the water. Later they catch a new sample, count the total, and count how many of the fish 
were tagged. They then use these ratios to estimate the total population.

We will not be catching real fish (it requires a special license), but we will do a simulation to 
help you understand the idea.

Materials
• Beans (“fish”)
• Two colors of stickers (to tag “fish”)
• Small Beaker or Cup (“sampling tool”)
• Bin, Bucket, Box or Bag (“lake”)

Procedure
------TAGGING THE FISH ------

1) Get your materials
2) Take one sample (small beaker or cup) of fish (beans) from the lake. Count the 

number of fish. !Record this in your lab report as ‘total number of tagged fish’
3) To tag these fish, use the stickers provided. USE ONLY ONE COLOR.
4) Place the tagged fish (marked beans) back in the lake. 
5) Mix up the lake so the tagged fish are evenly distributed.

------SAMPLING-------
6) Take another sample from the lake. Count the total number of fish in this sample. 

!Record this in your lab report as `total number of fish in sample.’
7) Count the number of tagged fish (marked beans only) in your sample. !Record 

this in your lab report as `total number of tagged fish in sample’
8) Use your data to write the ratio of tagged fish in the sample to total fish in the 

sample (tagged/total). !Record this in your lab report as “Ratio of tagged fish in 
sample to total fish in sample”



-------CALCULATION-------
9) Because the ratio of tagged to untagged fish should be the same in your sample 

and in the lake we can set up a proportion like this. !Set up this proportion in 
your lab report filling in the data you have. 

                                        Ratio in Sample                        Ratio in Lake

_______________  = _______________

10)!Use algebra to solve for the total number of fish in the lake. Show your work 
and label your result clearly.

---------TRY AGAIN---------
11)Return your sample to the lake, mix, and try another sample (repeat steps 6 

through 10)
------SHARE DATA------

12)Record your team’s data on the class chart.
13)Count the actual number of fish in your lake (and separate the marked beans 

while you do this) so you can check your estimates. !Record this in your lab 
report and also in the class chart.

--------CHANGES IN POPULATION--------

14) Take a handful of fish and remove them from the lake permanently. These are fish 
that “died” during the year. Put these fish aside in a safe place to be counted 
later.

15) Take a new handful of fish from the teacher and add them to the lake. These are 
the fish that were “born” during the year.

16) Mix up the lake and take out a sample. Count how many are tagged. !Record 
this in your lab report as `total number of old tagged fish in 1st sample.’

17) Count how many fish there are total in the sample. !Record this in your lab 
report as `total number of fish in 1st sample.’

18) Tag the rest of the fish in the sample with a NEW COLOR of sticker. !Record this 
in your lab report as `total number of new tagged fish.’

19) Return the sample to the lake and mix it up.
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20) Pull out a new sample. Count the number of fish tagged with the new color. 
!Record this in your lab report as `number of new tagged fish in 2nd sample.’

21) Count the total number of fish in this new sample. !Record this in your lab report 
as `total number of fish in 2nd sample.’

------CALCULATION------

22) Use the following proportion to find the current population of the lake.

! ! ! ! Ratio in Sample                    Ratio in Lake

___________________  = ___________________

23) Now that you have the total number of the fish in the lake, use the following 
proportion to find out the survival rate of the fish.

! ! ! ! Ratio in Sample                    Ratio in Lake

___________________  = _____________________

24) If you subtract the original amount tagged from the number of tagged fish that 
survived, you will know how many tagged fish died.

25) Solve the following ratio to find how many total fish died.

! ! ! ! Ratio in Sample                    Ratio in Lake

___________________  = _______________
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26) !Record this in your lab report as `calculated number of fish that died.’
27) If you subtract the number that died from the old population, you will know how 

many fish survived.
28) If you subtract the number of fish that survived from the new population, you will 

know how many fish were born.
29) Count the actual number of fish in your lake and the actual number of fish that 

died to verify your results.


